FACADES

GLASS UNLIMITED

UNLIMIT YOUR CREATIVITY

Do you have a professional interest
in the applications of glass in the
construction industry (specifier,
architect, company, etc.) ?
Visit yourglass.com, the AGC Glass Europe website
devoted entirely to our broad range of glass products for exterior construction and interior decoration. On the site, you’ll also find a set of efficient
interactive tools in our Glass Toolbox: the Glass Configurator, the Product Finder, and many more.

TECHNICAL VIDEOS
All of your technical questions are answered in images via www.yourglass.
com (in the Facade section on the Facades and Architecture page).

WEBCASTS
The AGC product site is home to a series of short, informative videos on
AGC products. Check them out on www.yourglass.com (in the News and
Media section)..

DATA SHEETS
Data sheets can be viewed and downloaded from www.yourglass.com
(look in the Brochure Finder in the Tools section).

Library of AutoCAD designs
AGC has developed a library of technical designs for the components
used in its Structura Duo and Structura Duo+ products to help engineers
and architects work more efficiently. These tools are available in PDF and
AutoCAD formats, enabling facade designers to save time and work
more accurately. Download them from www.yourglass.com (in the Tools
section).

MOBILETAG
Flashcodes provide instant access to specific, dynamic sources of information via mobile phones. They completely eliminate the need to remember or
painstakingly type out long WAP or web addresses on the keyboard in your
mobile device, taking you straight to the relevant site with the minimum of

Just download the Mobile Tag application to your mobile
phone (from the app store for your brand or from mobiletag.
com) and then use your mobile phone’s built-in camera to
take a picture of the relevant bar code using the Mobile Tag
application. You will be taken straight to the yourglass.com
web page for the product in question.
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services

Discover our unrivalled range of facade glasses,
combining pleasing aesthetics, light transmission,
thermal and acoustic insulation, solar control,

BB Centre - building E | Prague - Stopray Safir 61/32

protection, easy processing and value for money.
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AGC, European flat glass leader.

Unlimit Your CreativitY
Brussels-based AGC Glass Europe manufactures and processes flat glass
for use in the construction sector (exterior glazing and interior decoration),
the automotive industry and specialist industries. It is the European branch of AGC Glass,
the world’s leading glass manufacturer.

Glass Unlimited
reflects the potential and scope
offered by:

glass as a material enabling a growing range of functions
and applications (comfort, energy control, health and
safety, aesthetics);
innovative glass products developed from ongoing
research into advanced glass technologies;
industrial glass facilities comprising more than 30 plants
and 100 processing units in Europe (from Spain to Russia);
a glass sales network spanning the globe
For more information, please visit the AGC Glass Europe
corporate website: www.agc-glass.eu
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Commitment to the

environmen
AGC is firmly committed to its proactive environmental policy focusing on three key areas:
products, production methods and transport.

AGC Glass Europe,
Europe’s leading Cradle-to-Cradle
glass manufacturer

production methods and components. This means gauging sustainability from the first stage of production right
to the decomposition of the end products.
The programme aims not only to evaluate and certify the
quality of products, but also to measure their positive
impact on the environmental balance. In other words,

In 2010, AGC was awarded
Cradle-to-Cradle certification
for its float glasses and soft
coatings1 under the Cradleto-Cradle programme run by
the independent organisation
MBDC2.

the challenge is to model the industry on the principles of
nature. This is truly a new industrial revolution! By
adopting the philosophy and ethics of C2C, AGC has
become a leader in this area of the glass industry.
The Group is truly a pioneer in incorporating stringent
environmental objectives into its production methods and
end products.

What is Cradle to cradle?

For more information, see our environmental
report on our corporate site: www.agc-glass.eu

Cradle to Cradle (C2C) is a rigorous programme run by
MBDC to assess how sustainable products are overall,
i.e. over their entire lifecycle. The aim of this innovative
approach is to certify the products manufactured by
those companies with the most environmentally friendly

1

Planibel Clear, Planibel Green, Planibel Bronze, Planibel Grey, Planibel Azur,
Planibel Dark Blue, Planibel Privablue, Planibel Clearvision and the TopN+,
TopN+T, Top 1.0, EnergyN, EnergyNT, Planibel TRI and Stopray coatings.
2
For more information, go to www.C2Ccertified.com

1940

1965

1985

1995

1999

Thermopane:
first double glazing
with welded seals

Thermobel:
double glazing with
bonded seals

Pyrobel:
first fire-resistant
glazing

Structura:
first solution
for bolted glazings

Planibel Top N:
low-emissivity
coatings
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1964

1970

1985

1998

2000

Stopray with gold:
first gold-based
coasting for better
solar control

Stopsol:
first hard coating for
solar control

Stopray with silver:
first silver-based coating
for thermal insulation
in residential
applications

Thermobel Energy:
enhanced thermal
insulation and solar
control glazing

Sunergy:
first hard coating
with solar control
properties offering
a low level of
reflection

Technology

INNOVATION
Major investments have been made in new infrastructure to boost the attractiveness and efficiency
of AGC’s European research and development centre.

You can easily recognise
AGC Glasstronics products
by their logo.

AGC’s recent innovations
include the Glasstronics range:

Thermobel SunEwat is a glazing that generates power
Glasstronics, combining electronic systems with the

using photovoltaic technologies. Thermobel Store

transparency of glass.

enables users to selectively control the solar factor
and light transmission of the glazing. In other words,

These glass products meet multiple needs, from simple

they can limit the amount of heat while maximising

aesthetic considerations to the optimisation of a building’s

the amount of light.

energy expenditure.
Glassiled (glass with integrated LEDs) can be
These products can be incorporated into a complex BMS

used

(Building Management System) or used on a standalone

them into massive panels communicating the message

to

bring

facades

to

life,

transforming

basis

of your choice. It is now possible to animate the facade
of a building with LEDs while maintaining the

Different AGC Glasstronics products meet different needs.

transparency of the glass

2008

2009

2010

Glassiled:
laminated glass
with integrated LEDs
(no visible wiring)

Thermobel VIP:
spandrel with
maximum insulation
capacity

Thermobel SunEwat:
range of glazings
with integrated
photovoltaic cells

2006

2008

2009

2010

Coating Evolution:
new services and products
for glass processors

Oxycombustion:
use of oxygen as an
oxidising agent

Artlite Digital:
toughened glass on
which it is possible to
print digital images

Cradle to Cradle
environnement
certification

2002
Stratophone:
first PVB glazing with
enhanced acoustic
insulation functions

2007
Pyropane
fire-resistant
toughened glass

AGC’s commitment to innovation has grown
steadily in recent years...
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Combining glass and electronics

Glasstronics
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GLASSILED
Glassiled is a range of laminated
glasses with integrated LEDs (RGB or
monochrome).
Glassiled enables facade designers and architects to
design facades that are transparent during the day, but
alive with colour and life at night. The LEDs are powered
via an

invisible high-performance conductive coating.

On the facade, Glassiled glasses can be animated and

Brussels Airport | Brussels - Glassiled Facades

customised as the client wishes.
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Ltd. Hachiouji Building | Tokyo - Thermobel SunEwat

SunEwat
SunEwat is a laminated safety glass
with embedded photovoltaic cells
The

cells

are

fitted

between

two

sheets

of

toughened glass. The exposed sheet is preferably extra-clear
glassinordertomaximisetheamountofelectricitygenerated.
The inner sheet can be clear, extra-clear, coloured, screenprinted, etc.
SunEwat modules incorporate polycrystalline cells and are
available in multiple versions. SunEwat can be incorporated
in double glazed units to provide the required level
of thermal insulation. It perfectly meets the aesthetic
requirements of the building and can be customised.
SunEwat glazing carries a 10-year warranty. Its performance is guaranteed for 10 years (90% of rated power) and
20 years (80% of rated power).

SunEwat generates
electricity and is used
as a construction element.
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Ltd. Hachiouji Building | Tokyo - Thermobel SunEwat

THERMOBEL STORE
Thermobel Store is an insulating
double glazed unit with a system of
blinds integrated between the two
sheets of glass.
The light entering the building can be controlled at all
times, ensuring optimum solar control and privacy.
Depending on the project, Thermobel Store ® can be
delivered with different types of blinds and control
functionality (manual or automatic), or it can be incorporated into a BMS*. Thermobel Store can be made
compliant with regulations on security, fire protection and
mechanical strength.
*Building Management System.
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Transparent protection from fire and smoke

AZ Groeninge | Kortrijk - Belgium - Pyrobel-Pyrobelite

Fire-resistant glasses

AGC can draw from its massive range to provide solutions for every need. From 30 to 120 minutes
of fire protection, inside and outside, single or double glazing, with safety features and different
frame options. As a single supplier, we can meet all requirements.

Pyrobel
Pyrobel is a transparent laminated glass with no
internal metal mesh. It is assembled with two
or more intumescent interlayers which expand
when exposed to fire. Pyrobel enables users to meet all
fire-protection requirements imposed on buildings open
to the public, the aim being to slow the spread of fire and
allow everyone in the building to evacuate safely.

Pyrobelite
Pyrobelite is a transparent laminated glass comprising
float glasses and an intumescent interlayer which, when
exposed to fire, transforms into an opaque screen that
keeps out flames and limits heat radiation.

Pyropane
Pyropane is AGC’s range of toughened flame-retardant
glass. The Pyropane range includes glazing produced by
toughening glass. These toughened glasses comply with
European standards. They are tested and then categorised
into appropriate window frame systems. This glazing is
suitable for multiple applications, primarily in facades.
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Limiting the impact of noise pollution

Acoustic Insulation

Thermobel Phonibel
To limit the growing impact of noise pollution in our
daily environment, AGC Glass Europe provides solutions
making it possible to achieve acoustic insulation of more
than 50 dB.

Thermobel Phonibel is an extensive range of insulating
glazing comprising of one or two laminated glasses with a
special PVB interlayer. Different versions offer solutions to
different kinds of needs.
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Laminated safety glasses

Liège Station | BeLGIUM - Stratobel - Accident prevention

SAFETY

STRATOBEL
Stratobel is an assembly of two or more laminated glasses

Stratobel has multiple applications. Laminated safety

with one or more PVB (polyvinyl butyral) or EVA (ethyl

glasses provide a customised solution for all facade and

vinyl acetate) interlayers. If the glass is accidentally broken,

interior design projects, and are available in monolithic or

the shards stick to the interlayer(s). Different versions of the

insulating glazing.

product are available to meet any requirements in terms
of standards and strength. It can provide protection from
accidents, break-ins and firearms.
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Decorative glasses

ARTLITE Digital NONE | BeLGIUM - Artlite Digital

Liège Station | BeLGIUM - Stratobel - Accident prevention

DeCORATION

ARTLITE and ARTLITE DIGITAL

Stratobel Eva Creation

Artlite is a glazing one side of which is covered with

Stratobel EVA Creation is a laminated glass which can

permanent decorative designs. The designs are created by

encapsulate materials between the sheets of glass,

depositing enamel on the glass using a silk-screen printing

protecting creative solutions used in facades and interior

process or by digital printing.

decoration.

Artlite digital gives free reign to the designer’s imagina-

The special EVA (Ethyl vinyl Acetate) interlayer used in the

tion in terms of what designs can be realised on the inner

assembly is capable of encapsulating various materials,

or outer glass.p

such as:
• glass fibre fabrics
• stainless steel mesh
• printed images
• perforated metal sheet
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THERMAL INSULATION

Thermobel low-e

WARM E

AGC currently offers the broadest range of coated glasses,

Warm E is a glass with enhanced thermal insulation in

whose technical characteristics (solar control, light trans-

which the conventional metal spacer has been replaced by

mission and thermal insulation), aesthetic features and

a Warm E plastic spacer. The Warm E spacer serves as a

processing options are constantly being improved. Thanks

thermal break at the edges of the glass, greatly reducing

to AGC’s ongoing research policy, processors and architects

heat loss.

now have low-e glasses with pyrolytic and magnetron
coatings that can be toughened, curved and screenprinted.

THERMOBEL TRI
Thermobel Tri (with Tri coating) is a triple glazing specially

All of these products have a neutral appearance combined

designed by AGC Glass Europe. It has a significant impact

with a high level of light transmission. The coatings enhance

on energy savings since, like all low-emissivity glasses, it

the insulating properties of the glass, thus improving the

features a highly efficient Ug value (up to 0.6 W/m².K),

building’s energy balance.

thereby reducing heat loss. Its high solar factor (60%
or 63% depending on the base glass) makes it unique,

This range comprises THERMOBEL TRI, THERMOBEL
ENERGY N, THERMOBEL TOP 1.0, THERMOBEL TOP N+ and
THERMOBEL WarmE.

enabling users to maximise free natural energy gains and
benefit from nature’s greatest source of energy. With its
excellent energy savings performances, Thermobel Tri is
paving the way for the use of low-E glazing in sustainable
development.
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Biblioteka Uniwersytetu Gdańskiego | GDAŃSK - Planibel Coloured Azur

Improving thermal insulation performance of insulating glass units

SOLAR CONTROL
JUMBO SIZES GLASS

Thermobel Stopray

In line with architectural requirements, AGC can deliver

Thermobel Stopray is a high-performance glazing com-

glasses in jumbo sizes of up to 6m x 3.21m, depending on

prising of multiple silver coatings applied using a vacuum

the product.

process. The Stopray range includes multiple colours and
levels of solar protection, light transmission and light

THERMOBEL SUNERGY
With its low reflection and high neutrality, Thermobel
Sunergy dovetails perfectly with today’s aesthetic trends.
Its ease of processing has made it a favourite among
processors for projects involving curved, heat-strengthened
or silk-screen printed glazing. Sunergy offers good solar
protection and enhanced insulation. It is available in many
colours.

reflection. Stopray also features an excellent Ug value

THERMOBEL STOPSOL
Thermobel Stopsol is a solar control glazing that is highly
prized by processors, developers and facade designers
around the world. Its reputation is based on superb light
reflection, a perfectly uniform appearance and an especially
tough coating in terms of resistance to scratches and
pollution.
Available in nine colours and three families
(Classic, Supersilver and Silverlight).

OSLO OPERA | OSLO - Stopray Safir 61/32

Biblioteka Uniwersytetu Gdańskiego | GDAŃSK - Planibel Coloured Azur

Improving the solar control performance of insulating glass units
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Designed to blend in... or stand out
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Panorama | MOSCOw - Stopsol Supersilver Grey

SPANDRELS

COLORBEL
Colorbel is a clear or coloured glass one side of which is
covered with an opaque enamel coating. It is ideal for
spandrel applications. Colorbel can also be used as a
balustrade or facade cladding. So many colour combinations are possible that designers can give free rein to their
creativity.
AGC offers a range of more than 30 standard Colorbel
colours and six metallic colours.

CM – Matching range
Colorbel glasses are available in single and double glazing
and in a wide variety of colours carefully designed to ensure
AGC vision glasses and spandrels complement one another
properly. To help architects make the right choice and
ensure the consistency of its range, AGC has come up with
solutions to perfectly match the colours of its vision glasses
and range of spandrels.

Thermobel® VIP
Thermobel VIP is an insulating glazing used as a spandrel,
enabling optimal insulation for all glazed facades (with
Ug values of up to 0.15). It is aesthetically pleasing and
integrates seamlessly into standard systems. The product
has been designed as an insulating glazing and its outer
pane can be enamelled with a choice from a large range

Lutha L-Fashion Group Oy | Lathi - Finland - Stopsol Supersilver Clear

of colours.*

Blackpearl
Blackpearl is a hard-coated coloured glass providing an
ideal solution for spandrels. Its special surface processing
results in virtually no light transmission, rendering it almost
fully opaque.**

Panorama | MOSCOw - Stopsol Supersilver Grey

ARTLITE
Heat-treated glasses that have been opacified via full
or partial screen-printing to make them contrast with
vision glasses. These spandrels are highly prized for the
wide range of designs possible via the silk-screen printing
process.

* In France, each project requires a special analysis
(e.g. worksite report or ATEX).
** In France, each project requires a special analysis
(e.g. worksite report or ATEX).
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Maximum transparency and light

Square Brussels-Meeting Centre | Brussels - Planibel LOW-E Top N+ Planibel LOW-E Ene

Installation solutions

Thermobel structural
glazing
Structural glazing is an AGC installation solution that enables the creation of all-glass facades. Unlike conventional
curtain walls, structural glazing solutions enable the facade builder to bond the glass to a structural element inside the building, thereby creating a uniform appearance.
In structural glazing, the seal has been designed to withstand UV radiation since the edges are not held in place
by a rebate. This installation technique gives the facade an
all-glass look, with the facade structure concealed behind
the glass, and provides an easy-to-clean surface.
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Thermobel
VGG DIGITAL
ARTLITE
et ARTLITE
*

Thermobel VGG is a facade system for use in applications
similar to structural glazing, but where the inner sheet is
fixed mechanically (i.e. not bonded) to the facade structure.
It is easier to install than structural glazing.
* Thermobel VGG is not available in France

STRUCTURA

Square Brussels-Meeting Centre | Brussels - Planibel LOW-E Top N+ Planibel LOW-E Ene

Structura is a structural glazing system for pre-drilled glazing and
structural elements held in place by special metal fittings.

Structura Décor

Structura Support

Structura Décor is used to clad walls in a smooth glass

For glass fins, beams and consoles.

skin. This product is ideal for creating vertical walls and for
cladding mobile materials.*

Structura Duo

Structura Vision

Mounting systems for double glazed facades.
Structura Duo is the recommended solution when a
high level of transparency is required. Structura Duo
combines the light and aesthetic properties of structural
glazing with the performance of insulating glazing.

for single, monolithic and laminated glazings.

Structura duo+ features new composite materials to replace the aluminium ring, thus improving insulation and enhancing the appearance of
the installed system. This solution is especially
well suited to facades with double glazing, laminated glass
or monolithic glass for use in Northern European climates.
Naturally, it complies with the legislation of those
countries.**
* Structura Décor is only available in France
** Structura Duo+ is not available in France
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A range of customised services

SERVICES
AGC offre un panel de services destinés à accompagner les clients dans leurs choix
de solutions verrières.

Distribution network and processing centres

Glass ID - Glass Identity

AGC operates an industrial distribution network for archi-

AGC now provides users with an online tool they can use to

tectural glass in Europe with some 60 sites based in Belgium,

quickly and easily find out the full details of our insulating

France, the Netherlands, Poland, the Czech Republic and

glass units.

Slovakia. The company has 30 distribution centres across
Europe (from Spain to Russia) to facilitate access to its range

The ID number printed on AGC double and triple glazing

of products for construction industry professionals and to

is the key to accessing a wealth of information about the

encourage international collaboration.

glazing (composition, performances, CE marking, etc.).

AGC Glass Europe applies all of its know-how and expertise

You can find everything you need to know on

to endow glass with a wide range of functions: comfort and

www.agc-glassidentity.com : Enter the glass ID on the

energy control, health and safety, aesthetics and more. At

website to pull up a complete description.

its processing centres, float glass is turned into insulating
glazing (double or triple), toughened glass, laminated glass,
fire-resistant glass and more.

TAS – Service d’Assistance Technique
AGC’s sales team can always give you the best advice thanks

International Building Project (IBP)
The IBP is an international organisation comprising of sales
staff, engineers, architects and glass professionals. This team
of experts provides advice and guidance for architects and
building designers, enabling them to benefit from AGC’s
wealth of expertise and knowledge.

The IBP team plays two roles:
• Sharing AGC’s knowledge with specifiers to help them take
better decisions about glass products
• Keeping a close eye on new trends in architecture and construction so as to incorporate them in the process of developing AGC products and solutions.

19

to invaluable support from the company’s technical assistance service. Our team of experts has years of experience in
assisting our sales staff with all kinds of questions
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AGC Seapane (Zeebrugge)
AGC Kempenglas (Mol)
AGC Serviglass (Mol)
AGC Mirodan (Heule)
AGC Mirodan Bouwglas (Heule)
AGC Mirvitral (Melle)
AGC Gedopt (Wijnegem)
AGC Mirox (Sint-Pieters-Leeuw)
AGC Energypane (Hannut)
AGC Heerlen
AGC Heerlen (Den Bosch)
AGC Westland (Maasdijk)
AGC Oosterwolde
AGC Eijkelkamp (Nijmegen)
AGC Eijkelkamp (Arnhem)
AGC Eijkelkamp (Goor)
AGC Eijkelkamp (Almelo)
AGC Eijkelkamp (Enschede)
AGC Eijkelkamp (Zwolle)
AGC Eijkelkamp (Apeldoorn)
AGC Eijkelkamp (Doetinchem)
AGC Eijkelkamp (Hoogeveen)
AGC Eijkelkamp (Tilburg)
AGC Eijkelkamp (Roosendaal)
AGC Krug Portegies (Haarlem)
AGC Krug Portegies (Beverwijk)
AGC Krug Portegies (Zaandam)
AGC Krug Portegies (Alkmaar)
AGC Krug Portegies (Zwaag)
AGC Krug Portegies (Den Helder)
AGC Krug Portegies (Utrecht)
AGC Vertal Ile-de-France (Collégien)
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AGC Vertal Ile-de-France (Wissous)
AGC Vertal Nord-Est (Schirmeck)
AGC Vertal Sud-Est (Saint-Priest)
AGC Mirest (Reims)
AGC Mirest (Nancy)
AGC IVB (Méry)
AGC Daver (Grenoble)
AGC Soverso (Agen)
AGC Siglaver (Niort)
AGC Glacisol (Nantes)
AGC AIV (Fougères)
AGC David Miroiteries (Caen)
AGC Pedragosa (La Garriga)
AGC Processing Teplice (Teplice, Praha)
AGC Fenestra (Zlín, Brno, Nesovice)
AGC Moravské Budějovice
(Moravské Budějovice)
AGC Olomouc (Olomouc, Ostrava)
AGC Liberec (Liberec)
AGC Stod (Stod, Sokolov)
AGC Hradec Králové (Hradec Králové)
AGC Ždár (Ždár nad Sázavou)
AGC Flat Kryry (Kryry)
AGC Trenčin (Trenčin, Banská Bystrica,
Bratislava, Nitra - Dolné Krškany)
AGC Tatry
(Stará Lubovňa, Prešov, Košice - Barca)
AGC Gdansk (Gdańsk)
AGC Opatow (Opatów)
AGC Silesia (Walbrzych)
AGC Warszawa (Warsaw)
Fassaden Glass Technik Polska (Ozorków)
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9000154 FACADE EN
www.yourglass.com

AGC Glass Europe
UK - Tel.: +44 1788 53 53 53 – Fax: +44 1788 56 08 53 - sales.uk@eu.agc-group.com
Other countries - Tel.: +32 (0)2 674 31 11 – Fax: +32 (0)2 672 44 62 - sales.headquarters@eu.agc-group.com

AGC Glass Europe has representatives worldwide - See www.yourglass.com for further addresses

glass u nlimited

